
Scaniro A/S 
Håndværkervej 10
DK-9690 Fjerritslev 

Tel: +45 3168 4800
Fax: +45 9822 3393

E-mail: info@scaniro.dk
Web: www.scaniro.dk

Flexible. Loyal. Safe quality. 

Scaniro is a future-oriented manufacturer of highly processed 
products in all types of metals in sheets and pipes.

Flexibility, quality and on-time delivery are the most 
important parameters for Scaniro’s customers.

Scaniro was established in 2006 and is a dedicated 
outsourcing partner and supplier to business customers 
and product owners. 

CUSTOMER CENTER:
      +45 3168 4800

Call us and get an 
answer - we are 
ready to help you!

Scaniro delivers on Your promise. On time.

NEW: 
Vibration deburring 

1: Washing    > 2: Deburring    > 3: Polishing    > 4: Drying



Effective

fully automatic

robots

Series & order

production

Stainless steel

solutions for e.g. 

food industry

Edge press / robot Pipe bender / robot Turret punch / robot

Robot: fully automatic 

edge bending - up to 

3000 mm width and 100 

tons of pressing force.

Robot: fully automatic 

turret punching, up to 

3 mm and 30 tons of 

pressing force.

Robot: fully automatic 

pipe bending - push

bending - Ø 12-42 mm.

* CNC pipe bending

* CNC wire bending

* CNC laser cutting

* CNC turret punching

* Robot welding and manual welding:
   MIGMAG, TIC, Plasma, spot / resistance 
   welding and brazing

* CNC coil punching

* CNC automatic sawing

* CNC edge pressing / robot

* CNC turning and milling

* Hydraulic press

* In-house surface treatment:
   • Vibration deburring - stainless:
   1: Wash 2: Deburr 3: Polish 4: Dry
   • Grinding / grinding in-house
   • Powder coating plant in-house

* PEM, popnuts etc.

* Partnerships:
   • Wire blanks, laser cutting of pipes 
   and pickling of stainless steel

* Component assembly

* Finished goods warehouse

* Packing and shipping

Plate, pipe and coil
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